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ABSTRACT
A search for the progenitor of SN 2010jl, an unusually luminous core-collapse supernova of Type IIn, using pre-
explosion Hubble/WFPC2 and Spitzer/IRAC images of the region, yielded upper limits on the UV and near-infrared
(IR) fluxes from any candidate star. These upper limits constrain the luminosity and effective temperature of the
progenitor, the mass of any preexisting dust in its surrounding circumstellar medium (CSM), and dust proximity to
the star. A lower limit on the CSM dust mass is required to hide a luminous progenitor from detection by Hubble.
Upper limits on the CSM dust mass and constraints on its proximity to the star are set by requiring that the absorbed
and reradiated IR emission not exceed the IRAC upper limits. Using the combined extinction-IR emission constraints
we present viable Md − R1 combinations, where Md and R1 are the CSM dust mass and its inner radius. These
depend on the CSM outer radius, dust composition and grain size, and the properties of the progenitor. The results
constrain the pre-supernova evolution of the progenitor, and the nature and origin of the observed post-explosion IR
emission from SN 2010jl. In particular, an η Car-type progenitor will require at least 4 mag of visual extinction to
avoid detection by the Hubble. This can be achieved with dust masses & 10−3 M⊙ (less than the estimated 0.2-0.5M⊙
around η Car) which must be located at distances of & 1016 cm from the star to avoid detection by Spitzer.
Keywords: circumstellar matter — supernovae: general — supernovae: individual (SN 2010jl) — dust,
extinction — infrared: stars
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21. INTRODUCTION
Type IIn SNe are an important subclass of core-
collapse supernovae (CCSNe) characterized by spectra
that are composed of narrow, intermediate, and broad
velocity line components, and luminosities that signifi-
cantly exceed the power output from available radioac-
tive elements in their ejecta (Schlegel 1990; Filippenko
1997; Smith et al. 2008). Their spectral characteristics
have been attributed to the presence of a dense (n &
108 cm−3) and possibly dusty circumstellar medium
(CSM), presumably generated by periods of high mass
loss rates, 10−4 − 10−1 M⊙ yr
−1 (Smith et al. 2009;
Fox et al. 2009, 2011; Moriya et al. 2014), during the
pre-supernova evolution of their progenitor stars.
The light curves of luminous Type IIn SN are pow-
ered by the interaction of the SN shock wave with the
surrounding CSM, and exhibit unique trends in the
X-ray, ultraviolet (UV), and optical to near-infrared
(NIR) continuum (e.g. Taddia et al. 2013, and refer-
ences within). Of the Type IIn SNe, SN 2010jl stands
out because it has been extensively studied at X-ray,
UV, optical, and IR wavelengths (Ofek et al. 2010;
Smith et al. 2012; Maeda et al. 2013; Fransson et al.
2014; Gall et al. 2014; Chandra et al. 2015, and refer-
ences therein).
Knowledge of the nature of the progenitor of Type IIn
SNe will provide much needed information on the stel-
lar evolutionary process leading to such events. For
SN 2010jl such knowledge can also provide important
clues for the origin of its IR light curve. The progressive
and wavelength-dependent blueward shift of the post-
shock emission lines, and the evolution of the IR light
curve, have been interpreted as evidence for the rapid
formation of dust in the cooling postshock region of the
CSM (Smith et al. 2012; Gall et al. 2014). However, this
interpretation is not unique, with IR emission from pre-
existing CSM dust, heated by the SN light curve, as
an alternative or additional source of the IR emission
(Andrews et al. 2011; Fransson et al. 2014).
Early pre-explosion images of the field around
SN 2010jl detected a blue source whose location is
consistent with that of the supernova (Smith et al.
2011). More recent searches, using pre-explosion Hubble
Space Telescope (HST) Wide-Field Planetary Camera 2
(WFPC2), and Spitzer Infrared Array Camera (IRAC)
images of the region around SN 2010jl, ruled out the
blue source as the progenitor, and provided upper limits
on the fluxes from any such star (Fox et al. 2017, see
Table 1).
In this paper, we use these upper limits to constrain
the luminosity and effective temperature of the progen-
itor star, and the mass and inner radius of any pre-
Table 1. Upper limits on the fluxes from
a SN 2010jl progenitor
Instrument Filter (µm) νFν(λ)1
HST WFPC2 F300W 0.2892 0.0545
F814W 0.8203 0.0563
Spitzer IRAC 3.6 0.83
4.5 1.67
5.7 3.52
8.0 6.04
1Fluxes in units of 10−17 W m−2, taken from
Fox et al. (2017).
existing hot CSM dust. The UV and near-IR (UVNIR)
upper limits at 0.28 and 0.82 µm provide important con-
straints on the minimum CSM dust mass and the prox-
imity of the CSM to the progenitor star in order for its
emission not to exceed the observed upper limits. The
IRAC 3.6–8.0 µm upper limits provide useful upper lim-
its on the dust mass and proximity of the CSM, since
too much dust located too close to the progenitor star
will give rise to an IR flux that will exceed the observed
upper limits.
We first describe the general assumptions and param-
eters of our model (Section 2). In Section 3 we derive
upper limits on the line-of-sight (LOS) extinction due to
Galactic or host-galaxy dust. The minimum mass and
maximum CSM dust masses required to hide the pro-
genitor star without exceeding the IRAC upper limits
are derived in Section 4. Limits on the dust mass, com-
position, and grain sizes as a function of progenitor and
CSM properties are presented in Section 5. The results
of the paper are presented in Section 6.
2. MODEL ASSUMPTIONS AND PARAMETERS
Possible SNIIn progenitors are massive luminous stars
with large mass-loss rates, including hot (20,000 K) and
cool (10,000 K) luminous blue variables (LBVs), and
yellow and red supergiant stars (referred to as YSG
and RSG stars, respectively). In our model we explore
the stellar luminosities and temperatures from 104 to
107 L⊙, and 10
3 to 105 K, respectively, and present de-
tailed results for progenitors with luminosities and tem-
peratures listed in Table 2.
We assumed that the CSM formed during a period of
steady mass loss from the progenitor, and that conse-
quently the gas has an r−2 density profile. We further
assumed a constant dust-to-gas mass ratio in the out-
flow, so that the dust follows the same density profile
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Table 2. Physical parameters of progenitor types1
Progenitor Temperature (K) Luminosities (L⊙)
Hot LBV 22,000 1× 105, 5× 105, 1× 106, 5× 106
Cool LBV 10,000 1× 105, 5× 105, 1× 106, 5× 106
YSG 5,600 1× 105, 2.5× 105, 6.3× 105
RSG 3,500 1× 105, 2.5× 105, 6.3× 105
1LBV = Luminous blue variable, YSG = Yellow supergiant,
RSG = red supergiant
as the gas. We studied the extinction and emission con-
straints as a function of CSM geometry, the inner, R1,
and outer, R2, radius of the CSM shell, and its total dust
mass, Md. In spite of evidence that the CSM shell may
be narrow, and may extend only to radii . 1017 cm
(Ofek et al. 2014; Chandra et al. 2015), we explored a
wide range of R1 values, from 10
15 cm, approximately
the value of the breakout radius (Ofek et al. 2014), to
a value of 1018 cm. R2/R1 ratios, expressed in terms
of R2/R1 = ξ
−1 throughout the paper, were taken to
be 1.2 (thin shell), 3, and 10 (extended shell). We took
CSM dust masses ranging from 10−6 to 0.1 M⊙, the
largest mass expected from a 10 M⊙ shell with about a
solar abundance of metals.
For such density profile, most of the emission that is
constrained by the IRAC fluxes emanates from hot dust
located near R1. To constrain the mass of cold dust
in the CSM, we constructed a simple radiative transfer
model (Sec. 4.2), in which we calculated the dust tem-
perature as a function of distance from the progenitor
star. Consequently, the mass of cold dust is related to
that of the hot dust at radius at R1. All reported upper
limits on the dust mass imposed by the IRAC observa-
tions therefore include all the dust mass contained in
the CSM shell, excluding any possible mass that devi-
ates from the assumed r−2 density profile.
Constraints on the nature of the progenitor star and
the CSM dust depend on the dust extinction and emis-
sion efficiencies, which are determined by the dust com-
position and size distribution. Williams & Fox (2015)
attempted to characterize the composition of dust in
the CSM using post-explosion observations obtained by
archival Spitzer 3.6 and 4.5 µm SN survey data, and by
11.1 µm observations obtained by SOFIA (Stratospheric
Observatory for Infrared Astronomy). Any hot silicate
dust giving rise to the observed 3.6 and 4.5 µm fluxes
would produce a large 11.1 µm flux stemming from the
9.7 µm silicate feature. The SOFIA observations yielded
only an upper limit, from which Williams & Fox (2015)
ruled out silicates as a viable dust component in an opti-
cally thin (at mid-IR wavelengths) CSM. However, they
conceded that optical depth effects may conceal the true
nature of the radiating dust, a suggestion that we ex-
plore in more detail below.
We will therefore present our results for the two most
common dust compositions: astronomical silicates and
amorphous carbon (ACAR). We considered three dis-
tinct grain radii, a, of 0.01, 0.1, and 1.0 µm. Figure 1
plots the value of the dust mass extinction and absorp-
tion coefficient, κext(a, λ) and κabs(a, λ), as a function
of wavelength for different grain sizes, where
κext(a, λ) =
pia2Qext(a, λ)
md(a)
; (1)
md is the grain’s mass, and Qext its extinction co-
efficient. An identical equation defines κabs. Opti-
cal constants for the silicate grains were taken from
Weingartner & Draine (2001), and for the ACAR grains,
of AC1 form, from Rouleau & Martin (1991).
Finally, we adopted a distance of 50 Mpc to UGC 5189A,
the host galaxy of SN 2010jl (Smith et al. 2011).
3. LINE-OF-SIGHT EXTINCTION TO THE
PROGENITOR STAR
Some of the extinction to the progenitor could be due
to dust residing in the interstellar medium of the Milky
Way (MW) and the SN host galaxy. From the extinc-
tion maps of Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) we estimate
a value of AV = 0.075 mag through the MW.
Extinction estimates can also be obtained from mea-
surements of the equivalent width (EW) of the diffuse
interstellar band (DIB) feature at 5780 A˚, and the EW
of the Na I D doublet 5890, 5896 A˚ lines. The carri-
ers of the DIBs are still unknown; however, their EW
is linearly correlated with the amount of visual extinc-
tion (Phillips et al. 2013). Correlation plots between the
EW of the Na D bands and E(B-V) were presented by
Poznanski et al. (2012) and Phillips et al. (2013).
We analyzed a moderate-resolution spectrum of
SN 2010jl taken with the DEIMOS spectrograph
(Faber et al. 2003) mounted on the Keck-II 10m tele-
scope with the 1200 line mm−1 grating on November
7, 2010 UT, approximately four days after discovery
(Smith et al. 2012). The lack of any absorption in the
DIB band gives a 3σ upper limit on the EW of 0.03 A˚
which, using Eq. 6 of Phillips et al. (2013), gives a 3σ
upper limit of AV . 0.7mag.
From the DEIMOS spectrum we also measured a NaD
EW of 0.107 A˚ in the MW, and an EW of 0.18 A˚ (D1
+ D2) at the host-galaxy redshift. Assuming a value
of RV = 3.1 we get a value of AV = 0.1 ± 0.04 mag
4Figure 1. The mass absorption and extinction coefficients of the silicate (left panel) and amorphous carbon (right panel)
dust grains used in this paper. Dotted, dashed, and solid lines correspond to grain sizes of 0.01, 0.1, and 1.0 µm radii grains,
respectively. Black and red curves represent the mass extinction and absorption coefficients. The vertical dashed lines indicate
the central wavelengths of the WFPC2 F300W and F814W bands and the IRAC 3.6 µm band.
for the MW, consistent with that derived from the
Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) map, and a value of AV =
0.15± 0.07 mag for the host-galaxy, giving a total value
of AV = 0.25± 0.08 mag.
Part of the NaD absorption could have occurred in
the CSM of the progenitor of SN 2010jl. The CSM en-
vironment may be warmer than that of the general ISM
of the MW or the host galaxy, exciting the Na and low-
ering the EW of the doublet line, thereby invalidating
the MW-calibrated relations of Phillips et al. (2013). In
the extreme case, NaD absorption could take place in a
dust-free CSM if the progenitor did not form any dust
in the outflow.
We also analyzed an SDSS spectrum 2.8′′ from the
position SN 2010jl, and measured a value of AV =
0.62± 0.024 mag from the Balmer decrement along the
LOS. The relevance of this value to the LOS extinction
to the SN is unclear, since the extinction could vary sig-
nificantly along these different sight lines.
Considering the uncertainties in the CSM contribution
to the NaD absorption, and the fact that the Balmer
decrement measurements were offset from the LOS to
the SN, we will simply use the lack of detection of
any DIB absorption to set a strict 3σ upper limit of
0.7 mag, or τLOS(V ) . 0.64, on the visual LOS extinc-
tion through the ISM of the MW and the host galaxy.
4. EXTINCTION AND EMISSION CONSTRAINTS
FROM UVNIR LIMITS
4.1. Minimum Extinguishing Dust Mass Derived From
UVNIR Upper Limits
The upper limits on the UVNIR emission from the
position of the progenitor provide important constraints
on the minimum amount of extinction required to hide
a massive star progenitor. The specific flux, Fν(λ), at
wavelength λ from a star located at distance D, and
characterized by a given luminosity Ls and a blackbody
spectrum of temperature Ts is given by
Fν(λ) =
(
Ls
4piD2
) (
piBν(λ, Ts)
σT 4s
)
. (2)
Figure 2 (left panel) shows the flux, ν Fν(λ), of several
stars, with blackbody temperatures of 20,000, 10,000,
5,500, and 3,400 K, whose luminosities were normalized
to match the observed UVNIR upper limits.
Stars with higher luminosities require a minimum
amount of extinction, given by
τminext (λ) = ln
[
Fν(λ)
F upν (λ)
]
, (3)
to drop their fluxes below the observed upper limits,
where F upν (λ) is the observed upper limit on the flux
from the progenitor star.
The middle and right panels in Figure 2 show the con-
straints on the luminosities and blackbody temperatures
of candidate progenitors of SN 2010jl. The Ls − Ts
parameter space encompasses that spanned by RSGs,
YSGs and LBVs. Their adopted luminosities and ef-
fective blackbody temperatures are listed in Table 2.
The grey areas in the figure mark their locations in the
Ls − Ts diagram.
The thick black curve represents the upper limit on the
stellar luminosity as a function of stellar temperature
in the absence of any extinction. It clearly shows the
temperature ranges in which the various observed upper
limits dominate the constraints: the IRAC 3.6 µm upper
limit for stars with T . 1, 800 K, the F814W upper limit
for stars with 1, 800 . T (K) . 8, 000, and the F300W
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Figure 2. Left panel: Blackbody spectra characterized by temperatures of 2 × 104 K (pink), 1 × 104 K (blue), 5.5 × 103 K
(green), and 3.4×103 K (red) are normalized to the UVNIR upper limits from the progenitor star. In the absence of extinction,
the luminosity of hot progenitor stars (T & 8, 000 K) is constrained by the UV upper limit, whereas that of colder stars is
constrained by the NIR upper limit. For the 50 Mpc distance to SN 2010jl, 1 × 10−17 W m−2 corresponds to a luminosity of
7.8 × 105 L⊙. Middle panel: The black line is the upper limit, in the absence of extinction, on the progenitor luminosity as a
function of stellar temperature, as imposed by the observational limits in the left panel. If extinction corresponding to τV = 1
is present, the upper limit on the luminosity rises to the curves indicated by the solid, dashed, or dotted lines for grain sizes
of 1, 0.1, or 0.01 µm, respectively. The red, green, and blue colors indicate the luminosity constraint for each band separately.
Gray regions mark the locations of RSGs, YSGs, and LBVs.
upper limit for hotter stars. These temperature ranges
change in the presence of extinction. The blue, green,
and red curves show the effect of a τ(V ) = 1 extinction
on the upper limits on the progenitors’ luminosity as a
function of temperature. The colors correspond to the
band providing the constraint. The magnitude of the
increase in the upper limit on the stellar luminosities
depends on the grain size, since for a fixed extinction
of unity at V , the extinction in the other bands is set
by the wavelength dependency of the extinction curve
(Figure 1).
Not all progenitors require a dusty CSM to be hidden
at UVNIR wavelengths. Since the observations consist
of several wavelengths, the minimum extinction required
to hide a progenitor is determined by the wavelength
for which τminext (λ) has the greatest value. For each dust
composition and grain size, the extinction at that wave-
length, λm, can be converted to a visual extinction:
τminext (V ) = τ
min
ext (λm)
κext(a, V )
κext(a, λm)
. (4)
The ratio κext(a, λm)/κext(a, V ) is a normalized dust
extinction law for a given grain radius.
Figure 3 depicts the visual optical depth, given by
Equation (4), required to hide a progenitor star as a
function of stellar temperature for different luminosi-
ties. The diamonds mark the locations of the various
progenitors (see Table 2) in the figure. The horizon-
tal red dashed line represents the 3σ upper limit on the
LOS extinction provided by the Milky Way and the host
galaxy. Progenitors that have an extinction below this
value may not require a dusty CSM.
The minimum amount of visual extinction required to
obscure a given progenitor star can be translated into
Figure 3. The visual optical depth, produced by 0.1 µm
silicate grains, required to hide a star [see Eq. (3)] as a
function of stellar temperature for different luminosities of
(from bottom to top) 1.0×105, 2.5×105, 5.0×105, 6.3×105,
1 × 106, and 5 × 106 L⊙. Diamonds indicate the location
of the hot LBV (blue), cool LBV (orange), YSG (yellow),
and RGB (red) in the Ls − Ts diagram. The horizontal red
dashed line marks the 3σ upper limit on the LOS optical
depth (MW+host galaxy) of τ (V ) = 0.64 to the progenitor
star.
a minimum dust mass. We will assume that the CSM
was created in a steady spherically symmetric outflow,
so that the dust density, ρd(r), at a given radius r is
given by
ρd(r)=
∫ a2
a1
ρ˜d(a, r) da (5)
=ρ0
(
r
R1
)−2
for R1 6 r 6 R2
=0 for r < R1, r > R2 ,
6where ρ˜d(a, r) da is the density of dust grains in the
a− a+da radius interval, given by
ρ˜d(a, r) = ρ0
md(a)
〈md〉
f(a) , (6)
where f(a) is the grain size distribution normalized to
unity in the {a1, a2} radius interval, and 〈md〉 is the
average grain mass.
The total mass of dust, Md, in the CSM is given by
Md =
∫ R2
R1
4 pi r2ρd(r)dr =
4pi
ξ
ρ0R
3
1 (1 − ξ) , (7)
where ξ = R1/R2.
The extinction opacity out to a radius r, τ(λ, r), is
τext(λ,R1, r)=
∫ a2
a1
da κext(a, λ)
∫ r
R1
ρ˜d(a, r) dr(8)
= τ0(λ,R1)
(
r −R1
r
)
,
where
τ0(λ,R1) = ρ0 〈κext(λ)〉 R1 , (9)
and 〈κ(λ)〉 is the size-averaged dust mass extinction co-
efficient given by
〈κext(λ)〉 ≡
∫ a2
a1
md(a)
〈md〉
κext(a, λ) f(a) da . (10)
The total optical depth through the CSM is given by
τext(λ,R1, R2) = τ0(λ,R1) (1 − ξ) . (11)
The extinction optical depth out to radius r can be
expressed in terms of the total dust mass
τext(λ,R1, r) =
ξ
4(1− ξ)
(
r −R1
r
) [
Md
piR21
]
〈κext(λ)〉 ,
(12)
and its total value is
τext(λ,R1, R2) =
ξ
4
(
Md
piR21
)
〈κext(λ)〉 . (13)
In all calculations we will assume that f(a) is given by
a delta function at grain radii of 0.01, 0.1, and 1.0 µm, so
that 〈κext(a, λ)〉 is simply the mass extinction coefficient
of a grain with radius a. Using Eqs. (13) and (4), the
minimum dust mass in the shell can be written as
Mmind (R1, R2)=
4piR21
ξ
[
τminext (V )
κext(a, V )
]
(14)
=
6.3× 10−5R216
ξ
[
τminext (V )
κext,4(a, V )
]
M⊙ ,
where κext,4(V ) is the dust mass absorption coefficient
in the V band normalized to a value of 104 cm2 g−1,
and R16 is equal to R1 in units of 10
16 cm.
The minimum mass of CSM dust required to hide the
progenitor star is reduced if some of the extinction is
along the LOS to the SN. The minimum dust mass is
then given by
Mmind (R1, R2) =
4piR21
ξ
[
τminext (V )− τLOS(V )
κext(a, V )
]
, (15)
where τLOS(V ) is the LOS extinction.
4.2. Maximum Emitting Dust Mass from IR Upper
Limits
Figure 4 presents the upper limits on the 3.6 to 8.0 µm
emission from any preexisting dust in the CSM. The
curves in the figure correspond to select silicate and
ACAR dust spectra characterized by a range of dust
temperature-mass combinations that comply with the
observed IRAC upper limits. These upper limits con-
strain the dust temperature and IR emission from the
CSM. Given a flux and dust temperature one can read-
ily calculate an upper limit on the mass of the dust that
is consistent with the observed upper limit.
The specific IR luminosity emitted by the CSM dust
is given by
Ldν(λ)=4
∫
dmd(r)κabs(a, λ)piBν [λ, Td(r)] (16)
=4
∫ R2
R1
4pi r2 ρd(r)κabs(a, λ)piBν [λ, Td(r)] dr
=
4
1− ξ
Md
∫ 1
ξ
κabs(a, λ)piBν [λ, Td(x)] dx ,
where x ≡ r/R2, and Td(r) is the dust temperature at
distance r, derived by equating the dust heating rate by
the stellar radiation to its IR cooling rate
Ls
4 pi r2
∫ ∞
0
piBν(λ, Ts) exp[−τ(λ, r)]
σT 4s
κabs(a, λ)dν(17)
= 4 σ Td(r)
4 〈κabs(a, Td(r))〉 .
For any temperature T , 〈κabs(a, T )〉 is defined as
〈κabs(a, T )〉 ≡
∫∞
0
piBν(λ, T )κabs(a, λ) dν
σT 4
. (18)
Figure 5 shows the behavior of 〈κabs(a, T )〉 as a function
of temperature.
In particular, the dust temperature, Td(R1), at the
inner boundary of the CSM shell is given by(
L
16 piR21
)
〈κabs(a, Ts)〉 = σ T
4
d1 〈κabs(a, Td(R1))〉 .
(19)
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Figure 4. Left panel: Possible 0.10 µm radii silicate dust spectra constrained by the HST and Spitzer upper limits. Right panel:
The same as the left panel for ACAR grains.
Figure 5. The Planck-averaged value of the dust mass absorption coefficient given by Eq. (18) is plotted agains stellar
temperature for silicate (left panel) and ACAR grains (right panel) of different radii. The vertical dashed lines indicate the
temperatures of the progenitor stars listed in Table 2.
The upper limit on the dust mass determined by the
IRAC upper limits is then given by
Mupd =
(ξ − 1)piD2 F upν (λ)∫ 1
ξ
κabs(a, λ)piBν [λ, Td(x)] dx
. (20)
4.3. The Effect of Optical Depth
The upper limit on the dust mass was derived under
the assumption that the CSM is optically thin to its own
radiation. A fundamental limit on the ability to extract
information on the CSM dust mass or composition is
reached when the medium becomes optically thick at
the wavelengths of observations. We present here a sim-
ple estimate of the optical depth at which the emerging
IR spectrum becomes indistinguishable from that of a
blackbody. The brightness of a radiating slab of dust
with an optical thickness τ(λ) is given by
Iν(λ) = Bν(λ, T ) [1− exp[−τ(λ)]] . (21)
Figure 6 depicts the value of Iν(λ)/Bν(λ, T ) ratio as a
function of wavelength, for a slab composed of silicate
or ACAR dust, for different values of the 10 µm optical
depth. The green, blue, and red curves correspond to
τ(10µm) values of 3, 10, and 15, respectively. Given the
accuracy of the flux measurements, the figures show the
limiting optical depth above which the observed spec-
trum becomes indistinguishable from that of a black-
body, preventing any determination of the dust mass or
composition.
For example, the fractional uncertainties in the
3.6 and 4.6 µm Spitzer observations of SN 2010jl
(Williams & Fox 2015) are about 20 to 30%. The 3.6
and 4.5 µm emission from the CSM can therefore be fit
with a blackbody function if the 10 µm silicate optical
depth exceeds a value of ∼ 13, hiding the 9.7 and 18 µm
silicate features. In that case, the non detection of the
89.7 µm silicate feature cannot be taken as evidence for
the absence of silicate dust in the CSM.
Using Eq. (14) we can write the mass of dust needed
to make the CSM thick at near- and mid-IR wavelengths
as
M thickd =
4piR21
ξ
[
τ thickabs (10µm)
κabs(10µm)
]
(22)
=
3.3× 10−3R216
ξ
M⊙ silicate
=
1.6× 10−2R216
ξ
M⊙ ACAR ,
where the numerical values were calculated for
τ thickabs (10 µm)=15, and where κabs(10 µm)=2900 and
580 cm2 g−1 for silicate and ACAR grains, respectively.
As the CSM spectrum approaches that of a blackbody,
its radius can be derived from the relation 4pi R2bb σ T
4
bb =
Ls, where σ is the Stephan-Boltzmann constant, Tbb is
the CSM temperature, and Ls is the luminosity of the
progenitor star. Figure 7 depicts the blackbody spec-
tra of CSM surrounding progenitors with luminosities of
5×106, 1×106, 5×105, and 1×105 L⊙, for different CSM
temperatures, ranging from 100 to 2000 K. For the three
most luminous progenitors there is a maximum temper-
ature above which the CSM spectrum will exceed the
limits imposed by the UVNIR observations. This maxi-
mum temperature defines a minimum blackbody radius
for the CSM. For the lowest luminosity progenitor, the
CSM spectra never exceed the UVNIR limits even for
the highest possible temperature of 2000 K. The mini-
mum blackbody radius is below 1015 cm. So as the CSM
becomes thick to its own emission, its radius cannot be
smaller than the blackbody radius at the maximum al-
lowed shell temperature.
5. LIMITS ON THE DUST MASS AND DISTANCE
FOR DIFFERENT STELLAR PROGENITORS
Figure 8 illustrates the cumulative effects of the dif-
ferent observational and physical constraints on the per-
missible Md−R1 relation for a CSM shell characterized
by an R2/R1 ratio of 1.2, comprising of 0.1 µm silicate
grains. The progenitor is a hot LBV star with a lumi-
nosity and temperature of 5 × 106 L⊙ and 22,000 K,
respectively.
The blue shaded area in Figure 8(a) depicts the per-
missible Md − R1 combination imposed by the require-
ment that the CSM optical depth be high enough to
hide the progenitor star. The dashed blue line repre-
sents the dependence of the minimum CSM dust mass,
Mmind , on R1 in the absence of any LOS extinction, given
by eq. (14. The mass of CSM dust required to hide the
progenitor is reduced in the presence of LOS extinction,
and the thick blue line represents theMmind −R1 relation
for a LOS extinction of τLOS(V ) = 0.64, [see Eq. (15)].
The red contour in Figure 8(b) encloses the region in
which the IR emission from the CSM exceeds the IRAC
upper limits. Md − R1 combinations within this region
are therefore not allowed.
The cross-hatched region in Figure 8(c) corresponds
to the cases in which the 10 µm optical depth of the
CSM exceeds 15, and its spectrum approaches that of
a blackbody. Consequently, the possibility to retrieve
any information on either the mass or the composition
of the CSM depends on the accuracy of the flux mea-
surements. As the CSM spectrum approaches that of
a blackbody, its radius must exceed the blackbody ra-
dius corresponding to the progenitor’s luminosity and
the maximum temperature allowed by the UVNIR limits
shown in Figure 7. In other words, energy conservation
dictates that the IR emission from the CSM must equal
that of the progenitor star. Dust at close proximity to
the progenitor star will therefore have to radiate at a
high temperature to satisfy the energy constraint, and
consequently violate the UVNIR upper limits.
The orange shaded area in Figure 8(d) is bounded at
the lowest radius by the blackbody radius presented in
Figure 7, and depicts the regions of CSM shells that are
characterized by blackbody spectra that do not violate
the UVNIR upper limits.
In summary, the only allowable dust masses and re-
gions are those presented by the clear blue and orange
regions, with the caveat that no information on the dust
mass or composition can be retrieved from the latter.
Figure 9 depicts the spectra of CSM surrounding a hot
LBV progenitor with a luminosity and temperature of
5×106 L⊙and 22,000 K, respectively. The CSM consists
of 0.1 µm silicate grains. The spectra represent those of
CSM with inner radii of R1 = 2.2× 10
15, 3.6× 1016, and
1.0 × 1017 cm, and different CSM masses. Red spec-
tra correspond to masses that exceed the IRAC upper
limits. The bottom-left panel in the figure shows the
Md −R1 diagram for this case (see Figure 10).
When R1 = 2.2 × 10
15 cm, the dust is too close to
the central star, and all spectra violate the NIR limits.
Further out, when R1 = 3.6 × 10
16 cm, some spectra
(shown in red) for which the dust masses lie within the
red contour lines are forbidden, while those correspond-
ing to CSM dust masses below ∼ 10−3 M⊙ or above
∼ 0.04 M⊙ are allowed. At masses below ∼ 10
−3 M⊙
the emission is not high enough to violate the NIR up-
per limits, while at large (& 0.04 M⊙) masses, the shell
becomes partially thick to the stellar radiation, so that
the emission from the hot dust does not exceed the NIR
upper limits.
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Figure 6. The ratio of the emerging spectrum from a slab of silicate (left panel) and ACAR (right panel) dust to that of a
blackbody, given by Eq. (21), as a function of wavelength for different values of the 10 µm optical depth. The green, blue, and
red curves correspond to τ (10 µm) values of 3, 10, and 15, respectively. The dotted and dashed horizontal lines correspond to
3 and 5% deviations of the spectrum from that of a blackbody. The figure shows the 10 µm optical depth beyond which it is
impossible to determine the dust mass or composition.
At R1 = 1.0× 10
17 cm, the CSM shell is so cold that
none of the spectra exceeds the NIR upper limits. How-
ever, because of the large inner radius of the CSM, the
dust mass surface density, and consequently the optical
depth, is too low to provide the necessary extinction to
hide the progenitor star. A dust mass of ∼ 1M⊙ is then
required to provide the necessary extinction. Such large
dust masses would require an unlikely scenario of an ex-
tremely massive progenitor which has lost over 100 M⊙
of material over its main-sequence lifetime.
The figure illustrates several important points. (a)
The NIR upper limits can only constrain the amount
of hot CSM dust. The mass of cold dust is constrained
by the total mass of the CSM gas that follows the r−2
density profile. The CSM dust mass will probably not
exceed 0.1 M⊙, if the total mass lost by the progeni-
tor star is . 10 M⊙. (b) The NIR upper limits cannot
constrain any amount of cold dust that is not part of
the assumed quiescent mass loss. (c) All CSM spectra
were calculated assuming that the reradiated IR emis-
sion escapes the shell. This is obviously not the case
when R1 = 2.2 × 10
15 cm and Md & 10
−3 M⊙, when
the 10 µm optical depth of the shell exceeds 15. The
emerging IR spectrum should then be close to that of a
blackbody. However, this approximation does not affect
the conclusion that all the spectra at this radius violate
the NIR upper limits.
Figure set 10 combines all constraints on the CSM
dust mass as a function of its inner and outer radii,
R1 and R2, for different types of progenitor stars, dust
composition, and grain radii. The figures are grouped
for different progenitors and dust compositions. The
columns in each figure correspond to different values of
R2/R1, and the rows to different grain radii. Each panel
in the figures also lists the visual optical depth required
to hide the progenitor star. An optical depth of τ(V ) =
0.64 is provided by foreground extinction.
The results for hot LBV progenitors, cool LBVs, YSG,
and RSG progenitors are presented in figure set 10.
The IRAC upper limits constrain the mass and loca-
tion of the dust primarily for hot and cool LBVs with
luminosities of 5× 106 L⊙for silicates and > 5× 10
5 L⊙
for ACAR grains. Typical silicate masses and CSM
proximities to the progenitor stas are & 10−3 M⊙ and
& 1016 cm, respectively. Because of their higher absorp-
tivity, a CSM consisting of ACAR dust must be at larger
distances from a hot LBV than a CSM consisting of sil-
icate dust. IRAC upper limits provide some constraints
on the mass and location of ACAR dust around the hot-
ter YSG and RSG progenitors. For all other cases, the
extinction requirements provide the only constraint on
the location and dust mass of the CSM.
6. DISCUSSION
Post-explosion X-ray, UV-optical, and NIR observa-
tions of SN 2010jl can shed further light on the pres-
ence of any pre-existing dust in its CSM. Post-explosion
X-ray observations of SN 2010jl required an obscuring
CSM H column density of NH ≈ (0.1 − 1)× 10
24 cm−2
to fit to the X-ray data at the first epoch of X-ray ob-
servations, when the shock radius was about 1015 cm
(Ofek et al. 2014; Chandra et al. 2015). In general, the
dust optical depth at wavelength λ can be written as
τ(λ) = ZdHmH κext(λ)NH , (23)
where mH is the hydrogen mass, and ZdH is the dust-
to-H mass ratio. For a value of κext(V) ≈ 10
4 cm2 g−1
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Figure 7. Blackbody spectra with temperatures ranging from 100 to 2000 K and normalized to the luminosity of the progenitor
star are compared to the observed UVNIR upper limits. Red curves correspond to spectra that violate the observed upper limits.
Each panel lists the maximum allowed blackbody temperature and the minimum blackbody radius of the CSM.
and NH = 10
23 cm−2, we get τ(V) ≈ 1.7 × 103ZdH.
So the formation of a modest amount of dust in the
progenitor wind, characterized by a dust-to-H mass ratio
of ∼ 6 × 10−4 [the Galactic ratio is 0.007 (Zubko et al.
2004)], will lead to a visual extinction of ∼ 1.
Post-explosion data suggest that the progenitor likely
underwent one or more eruptions, during which the ma-
jority of the mass loss occurred (Andrews et al. 2011;
Maeda et al. 2013; Fox & Filippenko 2013; Ofek et al.
2014; Chandra et al. 2015). These studies place a shell
of material at 1016 . R1 . 10
17 cm with a dust mass
ofMd ≈ 10
−2 M⊙, accommodating many scenarios con-
sidered in this study.
Additional constraints on the structure of the CSM
may be inferred from X-ray observations of SN 2010jl.
The X-ray flux decreases initially as t−0.38 before, and
as t−3.14 after, t ≈ 350 d (Ofek et al. 2014). The initial
decline of the X-ray flux, and the decrease in the obscur-
ing H column density (Chandra et al. 2015), are con-
sistent with a shock wave that is propagating through
a CSM with an r−2 density profile. The break in the
X-ray flux, which is also observed at UV/optical wave-
lengths, is likely the result of the shock reaching the
outer boundary of one of the shells, which yields an outer
radius of . 3×1016 cm (Ofek et al. 2014; Chandra et al.
2015). Such a constraint will rule out a CSM consisting
of ACAR grains surrounding a hot LBV.
We assumed throughout the paper that the CSM is
spherical in nature. Andrews et al (2011) concluded
that the post-explosion IR emission from the CSM must
arise from an inclined torus, that does not intercept the
line of sight, based on the lack of extinction to the SN in
the host galaxy. Such configuration can only be valid if
any preexisting dust needed to hide the progenitor star
was either vaporized by the SN flash or destroyed by
the SN blast wave. Additional evidence for asymmetric
CSM comes from spectropolarimetry (Patat et al. 2011)
and from observations of slow and fast velocity compo-
nent which may be due to a bipolar CSM configuration
(Smith et al. 2011). The low velocity component arises
from the equatorial region, and the faster from a polar
outflow.
Both an inclined toriodal or a bipolar CSM intersect-
ing the LOS can provide the necessary extinction. The
implication of the UVNIR upper limits on the dust mass,
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Figure 8. An illustrative figure depicting the effects of the various observational constraints on the relation between the CSM
dust mass and its inner radius, for an R2/R1 ratio of 1.2. The shell consists of 0.1 µm silicate grains, and surrounds a hot LBV
progenitor that is characterized by a luminosity of 5 × 106 L⊙and a temperature of 22,000 K. The figure also list the value
of τ (V ), the minimum amount of visual extinction required to hide the progenitor star. (a) The blue shaded area reflects the
allowed region that complies with the extinction requirement. The dashed blue line represents the minimum CSM dust mass
required to hide the progenitor star, given by Eq. (14), and the solid blue line represents the lower CSM dust mass required,
when a LOS extinction of τLOS(V ) = 0.64 is taken into account [Eq. (15)]. When the required extinction τ (V ) falls below the
LOS value, as is the case for low-luminosity (L ≤ 1×105 L⊙) progenitors, all masses and radii depicted in the figure are allowed.
(b) The red contour encloses the region in which the CSM flux exceeds the IRAC upper limits. Md −R1 combinations within
this region are therefore not allowed. (c) The cross-hatched region corresponds to the cases in which the 10 µm optical depth of
the CSM exceeds 15, and its spectrum approaches that of a blackbody. Consequently, the possibility to retrieve any information
on either the mass or the composition of the CSM depends on the accuracy of the flux measurements. (d) The orange shaded
area depicts the regions of CSM shells that are characterized by blackbody spectra that do not violate the UVNIR upper limits.
The CSM radius must therefore exceed that of a blackbody with a luminosity equal to that of the embedded progenitor star
and radiating at the highest allowable temperature (see Fig 7). Allowed regions are therefore those shaded in blue or orange.
More details are in the text.
dust properties, and distance to the progenitor will then
depend on the specific CSM geometry.
Finally, further information can be obtained from the
evolution of the IR light curve of the SN (Gall et al.
2014; Fransson et al. 2014). The early IR emission may
consist of the fraction of the SN’s X-ray and UV emission
that was reprocessed by CSM dust (Andrews et al. 2011;
Fransson et al. 2014, ; Dwek et al. 2017, in preparation;
Sarangi et al. 2017, in preparation). Analysis of this
possible IR echo will provide further constraints on the
composition, sizes, and spatial distribution of any pre-
existing CSM dust .
7. SUMMARY
We have used the pre-explosion UVNIR upper limits
on the emission from SN 2010jl to derive constraints on
the properties of its progenitor star, and on the dust
mass, distance, and extent of its surrounding CSM. The
results of the paper are presented in figure set 10, and
can be briefly summarized as follows.
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Figure 9. Top row and bottom-left panels: Spectra of 0.1 µm silicate grains heated by a hot LBV with a luminosity and
temperature of 5×106 L⊙ and 22,000 K, respectively, for CSM with inner radii of R1 = 2.0×10
15 , 2.0×1016 , and 1.0×1017 cm.
The spectra correspond to different CSM dust masses. Red spectra exceed the IRAC upper limits. The green and purple curves
depict the spectra for masses of 1× 10−6 and 0.1 M⊙, respectively. Bottom-right panel: The Md −R1 diagram, taken from
Figure 10 corresponding to the model parameters of the spectra. The vertical lines correspond to the positions of the inner
radii.
1. We have combined the UVNIR and IRAC con-
straints to map out the allowable CSM dust masses
and inner radii as a function stellar characteristics,
and of the dust composition, grain sizes, and outer
radius of the CSM. A detailed description of the
construction of these constraints is presented in
Figure 8 and related discussion. In general, the
upper limits do not rule out any progenitor star,
and only constrain the dust mass and proximity
of the CSM to the progenitor as a function of the
stellar and dust properties.
2. Hot and cool LBV progenitors: The most
luminous LBVs are only allowed if they are sur-
rounded by & 10−3 M⊙ of dust located at dis-
tances & 1016 cm from the progenitor star. A
wider range of dust masses and CSM proximities is
allowed for lower-luminosity stars. For the faintest
stars, a LOS visual extinction of τ = 0.64 would
be sufficient to hide the progenitor.
3. Yellow and red supergiant progenitors: Any
yellow or red supergiant progenitors are allowed,
and their CSM dust mass and CSM proximity is
only determined by the UVNIR extinction con-
straints. As for the LBV progenitors, a LOS visual
extinction of τ = 0.64 may be sufficient to hide the
faintest progenitors.
4. For each dust composition, size, and R2/R1 ra-
tio, there exists an MdR
2
1 limit, given by Equa-
tion (22), where τ(15 µm) & 15, and the CSM
shell becomes optically thick to its own radiation.
No information can then be obtained on either the
mass or composition of the CSM. Furthermore,
there is a lower limit on the radius of such CSM,
since below that limiting radius the CSM temper-
ature will have to rise above the limit imposed by
the NIR upper limits.
E.D. and R.G.A. acknowledge NASA’s 16-ATP2016-
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Figure 10. Limits on the mass of the CSM dust composed of silicate grains surrounding a hot LBV with a luminosity
and temperature of 5 × 106 L⊙and 22,000 K, respectively, as a function of the inner-shell radius R1, for different values of
ξ−1 ≡ R2/R1 and grain radii. The dashed blue line indicates the lower limit on the circumstellar dust mass needed to create
sufficient extinction to keep the flux from the progenitor star below the observed UVNIR limits in the absence of any LOS
extinction. The solid blue line represents the same quantity with a LOS extinction of τLOS(V ) = 0.64. The red line encloses
the region where the CSM dust mass is such that the IR flux from the shell exceeds the IRAC upper limits. Only Md − R1
combinations outside the contours are allowed by the IRAC upper limits. Blue shading indicates regions where the CSM dust
can provide sufficient extinction to hide the progenitor without exceeding observed IRAC upper limits or physical limits on
the reradiated luminosity. The black stripes indicate the region where the CSM becomes optically thick at 10 µm, and no
information can be extracted on either the mass or the dust composition from IR (λ . 10 µm observations. The orange shaded
area depicts the regions of CSM shells that are characterized by blackbody spectra that do not violate the UVNIR upper limits.
Also listed in the figures is the visual optical depth needed to hide the progenitor in the UVNIR. (The complete figure set (24
images) is available in the online journal.)
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